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INTEGRABLE DISPERSIONLESS PDE IN 4D,
THEIR SYMMETRY PSEUDOGROUPS
AND DEFORMATIONS
BORIS KRUGLIKOV, OLEG MOROZOV
Abstract. We study integrable non-degenerate Monge-Ampe`re equa-
tions of Hirota type in 4D and demonstrate that their symmetry al-
gebras have a distinguished graded structure, uniquely determining
the equations. This is used to deform these heavenly type equations
into new integrable PDE of the second order with large symmetry
pseudogroups. We classify the obtained symmetric deformations and
discuss self-dual hyper-Hermitian geometry of their solutions, which
encode integrability via the twistor theory.
1. Introduction and main results
Solitonic integrable equations in 2D (i.e. with 2 independent variables)
have few local symmetries, while as a rule they have infinity of higher (gen-
eralized) symmetries. In contrast, many dispersionless integrable PDEs
in 3D and 4D have large local symmetry pseudogroups. In this paper we
discuss an important class of such dispersionless differential equations in
4D and study their symmetries.
We consider integrable non-degenerate Monge-Ampe`re equations of Hi-
rota type in 4D. These were classified by Doubrov and Ferapontov in [3].
There are 5 such non-linear equations up to the natural (for this class)
equivalence group Sp(8). These are heavenly-type equations, important
in general relativity, and it turns out that all of them have 4 copies of the
infinite group SDiff(2) (of area preserving diffeomorphisms) in the sym-
metry pseudogroup, and the equations can be distinguished by the graded
structure of the corresponding Lie algebras.
The combinatorial structure behind the grading can be encoded by
types similar to Petrov types in classification of conformal Weyl tensors
(or to classes of pencils of conics). This rough invariant of the contact
symmetry algebra can be also read off the geometry of the equation.
We reduce the symmetry algebra by omitting some graded component,
i.e. by restricting to a graded (infinite) Lie subalgebra, and we search inte-
grable equations within the class of symmetric equations. As the minimal
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differential invariants are of order 2 (this reflects the Lie remarkable prop-
erty) the integrable families of PDE we obtain can be called the symmetric
integrable deformations.
The obtained integrable equations in 4D are new, and come in fami-
lies. Here are four PDE that deform the first and the modified heavenly
equations, Hussain’s and the general heavenly equations:
uxtuyz − uxzuyt = qzut − qtuz + b,
uyt − uxtuzz + uxzuzt = Quzt,
uxyuzt − uxzuyt = Quxt,
uxyuzt − uxzuyt = Q (uxyuzt − uxtuyz).
where q = q(z, t), b = b(z, t) and Q = Q(t, ut) are arbitrary functions.
These equations are integrable via Lax pair with spectral parameter and
they also possess recursion operators. Moreover every solution of any
of this equation determines canonically a self-dual metric, so they can
be obtained as reductions of the (conformal) self-duality equation. In
addition, these metric structures have hyper-Hermitian property.
Our method can be used to uncover many more integrable equations by
deforming from the known integrable models.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the
symmetry of the model equations, exhibiting 4 copies of the Poisson al-
gebra in the symmetry algebra, discuss natural grading and compute the
differential invariants. Then in Section 3 we compute the symmetric de-
formation, and classify integrable equations among them. The main list is
given in Theorem 3. In Proposition 1 we classify some other branches, and
then discuss the moduli of the obtained symmetric families with respect
to the natural equivalence. Finally in Section 4 we discuss the self-dual
geometry standing behind our classification, explain Petrov types via the
geometry of the equations, and compute the recursion operators for the
deformed equations. In the Appendix we exhibit another method of ex-
tending the integrable equations and relate it to the method of integrable
symmetric deformations.
2. Symmetry of integrable 4D Monge-Ampe`re equations
Let M4 be a 4-dimensional manifold with coordinates xi, i = 1, . . . , 4.
The integrable Monge-Ampe`re equations of Hirota type onM4 have the
form (uij are the second derivatives of u = u(x
i), 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 4)
F (u11, u12, . . . , u44) = 0.
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The group Sp(8) preserves the class of these equations (this is the natural
equivalence group for this class) and every integrable PDE of such form
is Sp(8) equivalent (over C) to one of the following equations:
(O) u11 − u22 − u33 − u44 = 0 (linear wave equation)
(N) u24 − u13 + u11u22 − u
2
12 = 0 (second heavenly equation [24])
(D) u14u23 − u13u24 = 1 (first heavenly equation [24])
(III) u24 = u14u33 − u13u34 (modified heavenly equation)
(II) u14 = u13u24 − u12u34 (Hussain’s equation
1)
(I) αu12u34 + βu13u24 − (α + β)u14u23 = 0 (general heavenly).
The list and classification are due to [3], but the enumeration of the
equations is ours and it will be explained below. Let us first describe the
contact symmetry algebras of these PDEs.
2.1. Symmetry algebras of the equations. Below we use the following
conventions: any contact symmetry Xf is uniquely represented by its
generating function f ∈ C∞(J1(R4)); the contact symmetry algebra g =
cont(E) of an equation E is a Lie algebra with respect to the natural
Jacobi bracket on C∞(J1(R4)) given by [Xf , Xg] = X{f,g}; as an abstract
Lie algebra g is obtained from its infinite part (subalgebra) s∞ by a finite-
dimensional ”right” extension s⋄ (extension by derivations):
0→ s∞ −→ g −→ s⋄ → 0.
The index indicates the grading and the superscript indicates the com-
muting branches, so that [gαi , g
β
j ] ⊂ δ
αβgαi+j (if i + j is not an admissible
grading, then gαi+j = 0). For the infinite part the grading will be denoted
by ai, so s∞ = ⊕a
γ
i (superscript γ can be empty or prime); the grading of
the finite-dimensional part is hi: s⋄ = ⊕hi.
Everywhere in this section ai ≃ P = C
∞(M) for some choice M =
R2(p, q); notice the isomorphism P/R ≃ SDiff(2) (the latter is the algebra
of Hamiltonian vector fields on M , that is the Lie algebra of the group of
area preserving transformations, denoted, by the abuse of notations, by
the same symbol), f 7→ Xf . We will indicate below the choice of (p, q)
and equip this M with the standard Poisson bracket
{A(p, q), B(p, q)} = ApBq −AqBp.
Then the bracket [aαi , a
α
j ] ⊂ a
α
i+j is given by the rule (again, if i + j fall
out of range of the grading the corresponding bracket has to be zero):
[Ai, Bj] = {A,B}i+j
1The usual Hussain’s equation u11 + u22 + u13u24 − u14u23 = 0 is equivalent to this
form via a complex change of coordinates.
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Theorem 1. For nonlinear Monge-Ampe`re equations from the above list
s∞ is the derived algebra of g (more precisely s∞ = [g, g] in the cases D,
II, I and s∞ = [[g, g], [g, g]] in the cases N, III). We have:
(N) s∞ = a0 ⊕ a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ a3; s⋄ = R
2 ⋉R1.
(D) s∞ = (a
′
0 ⊕ a
′
1)⊕ (a
′′
0 ⊕ a
′′
1); s⋄ = R
3.
(III) s∞ = (a
′
0 ⊕ a
′
1 ⊕ a
′
2)⊕ a
′′
0; s⋄ = R
2
⋉R
1.
(II) s∞ = (a
′
0 ⊕ a
′
1)⊕ a
′′
0 ⊕ a
′′′
0 ; s⋄ = R
1.
(I) s∞ = a
′
0 ⊕ a
′′
0 ⊕ a
′′′
0 ⊕ a
iv
0 ; s⋄ = R
1.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is the direct computation. Non-routine
part is to organize the result to observe the graded structure. Denoting2
x = x1, y = x2, z = x3, t = x4, we get the following output:
(N) Here ⊕3i=0ai ≃ P0 ⊕P1 ⊕P2 ⊕P3, M = R
2(t, z) with the above
Poisson bracket, and the (inverse) isomorphism is given by the rule [13]:
A0 7→ A0tuz−A0zut+(A0ttx+A0tzy)uy−(A0tzx+A0zzy)ux−
1
6
∇3A0 ∈ a0,
A1 7→ A1tuy − A1zux −
1
2
∇2A1 ∈ a1, A2 7→ ∇A2 ∈ a2, A3 7→ A3 ∈ a3,
where ∇ = x∂t + y∂z, Ai = Ai(t, z) ∈ Pi.
The finite-dimensional part is h0 = 〈f
′
0, f
′′
0 〉, h1 = 〈f1〉, where f
′
0 =
2u− xux − yuy − zuz − tut, f
′′
0 = 3u− xux − yuy, f1 = tux + zuy (h0⊕ h1
is a 3-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra).
(D) In this case a′0 ⊕ a
′
1 ≃ P
′
0 ⊕ P
′
1, M
′ = R2(x, y); a′′0 ⊕ a
′′
1 ≃ P
′′
0 ⊕
P ′′1 , M
′′ = R2(t, z). The (inverse) isomorphism was computed in [13]:
A′0 7→ A
′
0xuy − A
′
0yux ∈ a
′
0, A
′
1 7→ A
′
1 ∈ a
′
1, A
′′
0 7→ A
′′
0tuz − A
′
0zut ∈ a
′′
0,
A′′1 7→ A
′′
1 ∈ a
′
1, where A
′
i = A
′
i(x, y) ∈ P
′
i, A
′′
i = A
′′
i (t, z) ∈ P
′′
i .
The finite part is h0 = 〈f
′
0, f
′′
0 , f
′′′
0 〉, where f
′
0 = xux−yuy, f
′′
0 = tut−zuz,
f ′′′0 = xux + yuy − zuz − tut (h0 is an Abelian algebra).
(III) Here we have: ⊕2i=0a
′
i ≃ P
′
0 ⊕ P
′
1 ⊕ P
′
2, M
′ = R2(x, y); a′′0 ≃
P ′′0 , M
′′ = R2(t, ut). The (inverse) isomorphism is the following: A
′
0 7→
A′0yux − A
′
0xuy +
1
2
(A0yyz
2 − 2A′0xyzuz + A
′
0xxu
2
z) ∈ a
′
0, A
′
1 7→ A
′
1yz −
A′1xuz ∈ a
′
1, A
′
2 7→ A
′
2 ∈ a
′
2; A
′′
0 7→ A
′′
0 ∈ a
′′
0, where A
′
i = A
′
i(x, y) ∈ P
′
i,
A′′0 = A
′′
0(t, ut) ∈ P
′′
0 .
The finite-dimensional part is h0 = 〈f
′
0, f
′′
0 , f
′′′
0 〉, where f
′
0 = 2u − zuz,
f ′′0 = u+ yuy, f
′′′
0 = uy (h0 is a 3-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra).
(II) In this case a′0 ⊕ a
′
1 ≃ P
′
0 ⊕ P
′
1, M
′ = R2(y, z); a′′0 ≃ P
′′
0 , M
′′ =
R
2(x, ux); a
′′′
0 ≃ P
′′′
0 , M
′′′ = R2(t, ut). The (inverse) isomorphism is the
following: A′0 7→ A
′
0zuy − A
′
0yuz ∈ a
′
0, A
′
1 7→ A
′
1 ∈ a
′
1; A
′′
0 7→ A
′′
0 ∈ a
′′
0;
A′′′0 7→ A
′′′
0 ∈ a
′′′
0 , where A
′
i = A
′
i(y, z) ∈ P
′
i, A
′′
0 = A
′′
0(x, ux) ∈ P
′′
0 ,
A′′′0 = A
′′′
0 (t, ut) ∈ P
′′′
0 .
The finite-dimensional part is h0 = 〈u− yuy〉 ≃ R
1.
2This order of variables (x, y, z, t) = (x1, x2, x3, x4) is fixed throughout the paper.
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(I) Here a′0 ≃ P
′
0, M
′ = R2(x, ux); a
′′
0 ≃ P
′′
0 , M
′′ = R2(y, uy);
a′′′0 ≃ P
′′′
0 , M
′′′ = R2(z, uz); a
iv
0 ≃ P
iv
0 , M
iv = R2(t, ut). The (inverse)
isomorphism is: Pα0 ∋ A
α
0 7→ A
α ∈ aα0 (α is any number of primes).
The finite-dimensional part is h0 = 〈u〉 ≃ R
1. 
Remark 1. For the linear case (O) the infinite part s∞ of the symmetry
algebra is the Abelian space modeled on the solution space Sol(O) of the
equation (symmetries are shifts by solutions), and the finite-dimensional
part s⋄ is the full conformal group so(2, 4)
3 extended by the algebra R of
scalings of u. The derived series of s⋄ stabilizes on so(2, 4). Thus this
case differs from the 5 nonlinear integrable equations: s∞ is not obtained
as the derived algebra, but on the contrast so(2, 4) plays the role of the
Levi factor in the decomposition g = s∞ ⋊ (so(2, 4) ⋉ R). In addition
the functional dimension of s∞ is bigger than that of the other 5 cases: 2
functions of 3 variables vs 4 functions of 2 variables.
2.2. Lie remarkable property. Let us consider the contact Lie algebra
of vector fields and prolong it to the higher jets. Recall that a differential
invariant of order k is such a function I on Jk that it is constant along
the flow of the fields from the prolonged algebra: LXˆI = 0 ∀X ∈ g (Xˆ
denotes the prolongation of the field X).
We have started from the list of 2nd order PDE and constructed their
symmetry algebras. Now we go in the opposite direction and compute
the lowest order differential invariants of these algebras (we’ll even get
the stronger statement by restricting to s∞ ⊂ g). The following claim is
obtained by a straightforward computation.
Theorem 2. There are no 1st order differential invariants for s∞.
The only 2nd order differential invariant I of the algebra s∞, up to the
natural gauge I 7→ F (I), is the following:
(O) IO = u11 − u22 − u33 − u44 (the functions x
i are also invariant)
(N) IN = u24 − u13 + u11u22 − u
2
12;
(D) ID = u14u23 − u13u24;
(III) IIII = (u24 − u14u33 + u13u34)/u34;
(II) III = (u13u24 − u12u34)/u14;
(I) II = (u12u34 − u13u24)/(u12u34 − u14u23).
Of course, the equations I = c for the indicated functions I are invari-
ant under the bigger symmetry group g = s∞ ⋊ s⋄, and in the case O
the additional zero-order invariants xi disappear for g, leaving only the
indicated (now relative) differential invariant I.
3This depends on the signature; we indicate the real form of the Lie algebra D3
corresponding to the Lorenzian choice of the wave operator in (O).
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The constant c in the invariant equations I = c can be set to 0 in the
cases O, N and III (by a contact transformation preserving the equation
class), and to 0 or 1 in the cases D and II (1 is the regular value4); c cannot
be changed (an essential parameter) in the case I. Thus, up to equivalence,
we recover the 5 integrable PDEs from their symmetry groups.
Therefore the considered PDEs are Lie remarkable equations, in ac-
cordance with terminology of [16]. We are going to use this property to
obtain new integrable equations.
3. Symmetric deformation of Monge-Ampe`re equations
Now we are going to deform the equations preserving some degree of
symmetry and integrability.
3.1. Symmetric deformation. The idea is the following. Consider a
Lie remarkable equation F = 0, say of the second order. Let s be the
whole symmetry algebra and s˜ ⊂ s a subalgebra, such that the algebra of
differential invariants of s˜ has more than one generator of order ≤ 2. The
new s˜-invariant equations F˜ = 0 (depending on functional parameters)
will be considered as deformations of F = 0.
In particular, for our case let s∞ = s˜ ⊕ sˇ be decomposition of the
infinite part of the symmetry into two commuting ideals. Let us look
for s˜-invariant equations. We shall demonstrate that in all our cases the
integrability constraint selects a subclass of new equations, still integrable
but not contact equivalent to the original F = 0.
Definition 1. We call the family of symmetric equations obtained by the
above approach the symmetric deformation of the equation F = 0.
We will not touch upon the linear wave equation. Among the other
5 integrable Monge-Ampe`re equations the second Pleban´ski equation (N)
does not have a splitting of s∞ of the required type. This means we cannot
make symmetric deformation per se. And indeed, the mere knowing of
the zero-grading part P ≃ a0 ⊂ g recovers the second Pleban´ski equation
uniquely [13] (by a sequence of Lie algebra extensions). Moreover the
nilpotent part a1⊕ a2⊕ a3 ⊂ s of the symmetry algebra still has only one
differential invariant (the 2nd Pleban´ski equation). From this perspective
we would call the equation of type N symmetric deformation rigid .
For the other 4 equations the idea works nicely. Below we indicate
the integrable equations obtained by the deformation, i.e. the integrable
symmetric deformations (the class of symmetric deformations is wider);
the functional parameters entering the formulae are arbitrary.
4For the value zero any of the two equations is reduced to a 1st order PDE in 2D,
so it is easily integrable and will be excluded from further consideration.
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3.2. Classification of symmetric deformations. Let us indicate that
by integrable equation we mean an equation possessing a dispersionless
Lax pair (the other signs of integrability are discussed in the next section),
i.e. the two vector fields V,W on M4 depending on the jets of u and the
additional ”spectral parameter” λ such that the rank 2 vector distribution
〈V,W 〉 is Frobenius-integrable due to the equation.
Theorem 3. The following are the integrable symmetric deformations
of the above Monge-Ampe`re equations, corresponding to the largest ideal
s˜ ⊂ s∞ (in terms of the gradings) in the symmetry algebra s∞ ⊂ g:
(D) u14u23 − u13u24 = ∂zq(z, t) u4 − ∂tq(z, t) u3 + b(z, t), (1)
(III) u24 − u14u33 + u13u34 = Q(t, u4) u34, (2)
(II) u12u34 − u13u24 = Q(t, u4) u14, (3)
(I) u12u34 − u13u24 = Q(t, u4) (u12u34 − u14u23). (4)
Proof. (D) Let us reduce the infinite part of the symmetry algebra s∞
to the ideal s˜ = a′0 ⊕ a
′
1. The differential invariants of the second order
of this algebra is F = F (I, z, t, u3, u4, u33, u34, u44), where I = ID. In
other words, the general form of the symmetric deformation in question
is I = Q(z, t, u3, u4, u33, u34, u44).
Now the integrability condition implies that Q does not depend on uij
and it depends linearly on ui so:
Q = ∂zq(z, t) u4 − ∂tq(z, t) u3 + b(z, t).
The Lax pair is (q = q(z, t)):
V = Q∂x + (λ+ q) u14 ∂z − (λ+ q) u13 ∂t,
W = Q∂y + (λ+ q) u24 ∂z − (λ+ q) u23 ∂t.
(5)
(III) The largest ideal in s∞ is s˜ = a
′
0 ⊕ a
′
1 ⊕ a
′
2, and the general dif-
ferential invariant of order 2 of this algebra is F = F (I, z, u4), where
I = IIII. Thus the invariant equation is I = Q, where Q = Q(t, u4). The
integrability conditions hold identically, and the Lax pair is
V = −u34 ∂x + u14 ∂z + (λ+Q) ∂t,
W = −u33 ∂x + ∂y + (λ+ u13) ∂z.
(II) The minimal way to reduce the symmetry algebra is clearly the ideal
s˜ = a′0 ⊕ a
′
1 ⊕ a
′′
0. The general second order differential invariant for it is
F = F (I, t, u4, u44), where I = III. Again the integrability constraints
F to be independent of u44, so the invariant equation is I = Q, where
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Q = Q(t, u4). Now the integrability conditions hold identically, and the
Lax pair for this PDE is
V = λ u24 ∂x −Qu14 ∂y − (λ−Q) u12 ∂t,
W = λ u34 ∂x −Qu14 ∂z − (λ−Q) u13 ∂t.
(I) Here up to re-numeration of the coordinates we can choose s˜ =
a′0 ⊕ a
′′
0 ⊕ a
′′′
0 , and the invariant equation with respect to this algebra is
I = Q, where I = II and Q = Q(t, u4). The integrability condition holds
identically and the Lax pair is
V = (λ+ 1) u24 ∂x −Qu14 ∂y − (λ+ 1−Q) u12 ∂t,
W = λ u24 ∂z − (Q− 1) u34 ∂y − (λ+ 1−Q) u23 ∂t.
(6)
This finishes the list of most symmetric integrable deformations. 
Remark 2. The Lax pairs presented in the proof do not contain derivation
with respect to the spectral parameter. Integrable equations with such Lax
pairs are of special importance, as they correspond to hyper-Hermitian 4D
metrics on the solutions of the equation, see [2, 4].
We do not investigate the most general ansatz for a subalgebra s˜ ⊂ s,
but work in the paradigm described at the beginning of this section. For
instance, in the case N, if we choose s˜ = a3, the invariant function is
F = F (x, y, z, t, u1, u2, u11, u12, u13, u14, u22, u23, u24), and this is too gen-
eral ansatz to search for integrable cases.
Similarly for the case D the invariant equations for s˜ = a′1 are too big
for classification, but they do contain integrable branches, not covered
above. For instance, the dispersionless PDE
u14u23 − u13u24 = Q, Q = a(t) (c u2 + q(y))
is integrable with the following Lax pair (below Dz, Dt denote the total
derivatives):
V = −λ ∂x + u14 ∂z − u13 ∂t +
u14DzQ− u13DtQ
Q
λ∂λ,
W = −λ ∂y + u24 ∂z − u23 ∂t +
u24DzQ− u23DtQ
Q
λ∂λ.
(notice that if the constant c 6= 0 in the expression for Q, then we can be
normalize c = 1, q(y) = 0).
Thus we covered the possible symmetric deformations provided by our
method in the cases I, D, N, but the cases III and II have other branches
(than those of Theorem 3).
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Proposition 1. The following are the integrable symmetric deformations
of the above Monge-Ampe`re equations in the cases III and II for the indi-
cated choice of the symmetry ideal:
(III) Choice s˜ = a′′0. Then u24 − u14u33 + u13u34 = Q · u34, where
Q =
1
2∆
(
(Fx−FFy)u
2
3+2(Gx−GFy−zFy)u3+H
)
+∆·L−
1
∆
(Fu2+u1)
with ∆ = Fu3 +G+ z, and F,G,H, L are functions of (x, y) satisfying
Lx + (FL)y =
1
2
Fyy.
The singular branches are given by the above formula for the equation with
Q =
u2
u3
− k(x) u3, Q = z · ∂yf(x, y)− ∂xf(x, y) · u3, Q = z f(y).
(II) Choice s˜ = a′′0 ⊕ a
′′′
0 . Then u12u34 − u13u24 = Q · u14, where Q =
∂yf(y, z) · u3 − ∂zf(y, z) · u2 + h(y, z).
Proof. (III) The indicated possibility for III s˜ = a′′0 is the other choice in
addition to that of Theorem 3. Then an invariant deformation is F =
F (I, x, y, z, u1, u2, u3) (the second order terms disappear as in the case D
of Theorem 3), where I = IIII. In other words, the invariant equation is
again I = Q with Q = Q(x, y, z, u1, u2, u3).
Here the integrability conditions do not hold identically, imposing a
system of equations on Q. The solution branches into the general case
indicated above (with an ODE constraint) and the following three cases
(modulo the natural equivalence):
Q =
u2 + z · ∂yf(x, y) + h(x, y)
u3 + f(x, y)
− ∂xf(x, y)− k(x) (u3 + f(x, y)),
and we can achieve f = h = 0 by a point transformation (change of
coordinates in J0 = R5(x, y, z, t, u));
Q = z · ∂yf(x, y)− (∂xf(x, y) + k(x)) · u3 + h(x, y),
and we can achieve k = h = 0 in I = Q by a point transformation;
Q = z f(y) + h(x, y),
and we can achieve h = 0 in I = Q by a point transformation. These are
precisely the subcases 2-4 in case III of the theorem.
The Lax pair is given for all subcases by the formula
V = −u34 ∂x + u14 ∂z + λ ∂t + (u24Qu2 + u34Qu3) λ ∂λ,
W = −u33 ∂x + ∂y + (λ+ u13 −Q) ∂z + (Qz + u23Qu2 + u33Qu3) λ ∂λ.
(II) In case II we have two essentially different possibilities to reduce the
symmetry algebra: one considered in Theorem 3 and the other s˜ = a′′0⊕a
′′′
0
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(the choice s˜ = a′0 ⊕ a
′
1 ⊕ a
′′′
0 is equivalent to the first one). In this case
we have to study the equation I = Q, where Q = Q(y, z, u2, u3). The
integrability condition imposes the constraint, which resolves so: Q =
∂yf(y, z) · u3 − ∂zf(y, z) · u2 + h(y, z). The Lax pair
V =
λ
λ− 1
u34 ∂x −
u14
λ− 1
∂z − u13 ∂t + ∂zf(y, z) · u14 λ ∂λ,
W =
λ
λ− 1
u24 ∂x −
u14
λ− 1
∂y − u12 ∂t + ∂yf(y, z) · u14 λ ∂λ.
for the deformed PDE I = Q yields the integrability. 
3.3. Two remarks about normal forms of deformations. Notice
that the symmetry group of non-deformed PDEs, as described in Section
2.1, still acts on deformed PDEs and so can be considered as a natu-
ral equivalence group (actually this is the quotient of the full symmetry
group by its normal subgroup that is the symmetry group of the deformed
equation). Consequently not all equations considered in Theorem 3 are
different, and some are contact equivalent.
We already made such identification in Proposition 1 for the last three
sub-cases of type III, by noticing (see the proof) that some functional pa-
rameters can be eliminated. Doing so in all cases (i.e. reducing to normal
forms all of which are non-equivalent) is cumbersome, as the number of
cases becomes too large.
Let us make two remarks illustrating the nature of this problem.
The first is that there can be a situation with no local invariants, yet
with non-trivial global invariants. Consider, for example, the second sub-
case of type II (the one from Proposition 1):
u12u34 − u13u24 = (∂yf(y, z) · u3 − ∂zf(y, z) · u2 + h(y, z)) u14.
A straightforward check shows that change u 7→ u+ g(y, z) results in the
change h 7→ h+ {f, g}, where
{f, g} = fygz − fzgy
is the standard Poisson bracket on the plane R2(y, z). Thus locally we can
eliminate the function h = h(y, z) by a point transformation. However
globally there is an obstruction to doing so. For instance, if the manifold
M4(x, y, z, t) fibers over a compact surface Σ2(y, z), then
∫
h dy∧dz is an
invariant of the indicated gauge.
The second remark is that some known equivalence problems arise in
classification. Consider, for example, type I when the infinite part of the
symmetry pseudo-group is the direct sum of 4 copies of the group of area
preserving transformations SDiff(2), see Theorem 1. The group of area
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preserving transformations of R2(t, u4) preserves the class of deformations
of type I from Theorem 3, but changes Q by pullback.
Thus we obtain the classical problem of normal forms of functions with
respect to area preserving transformations on the plane, locally near the
origin 0. If Q = Q(t, u4) is non-degenerate at 0, it can be transformed to
the function Q = t. If the origin is a nondegenerate stable equilibrium,
the Birkhoff normal form (in the simplest case of 1 degree of freedom
resonances are absent) allows to choose canonical coordinates (t, u4) with
Q = Q(ρ), where ρ2 = t2 + u24; for instance we get the family Q = ρ
m. In
the case of degenerate isolated critical point or non-isolated critical point
the normal forms are too complicated (there are uncountably many non-
equivalent such); for instance we get the family Q = tm. In the ultimate
degenerate case Q = const. Thus even the local problem yields more
than continuum of non-equivalent integrable equations (deformations of
the general heavenly equation)
(u12u34 − u13u24)/(u12u34 − u14u23) = Q(t, u4).
In the global case, the problem is reduced to classification of Hamiltonian
systems with 1 degree of freedom. In the case the Hamiltonian is a Morse
function, the problem was solved in [12]. In the general case the solution
is unknown.
4. Geometry and Integrability
4.1. Integrability via geometry of the solution spaces. Integrabil-
ity via a Lax pair is closely related to integrability by the method of
hydrodynamic reductions.
In [7] the following conjecture for dispersionless systems was formulated
and motivated:
Criterion. A 2nd order PDE F = 0 with 4 independent variables on
one scalar function u = u(x1, ..., x4), with nondegenerate symbol, and of
dispersionless type is integrable by the method of hydrodynamic reductions
iff the conformal structure associated with the metric gijdx
idxj, where the
matrix (gij) is inverse to (∂
2
i,jF ), is (anti-)self-dual (depending on the
choice of orientation) on every solution of the system F = 0.
Though not proved in full generality, the above criterion can be used
as a test for finding integrable equations, as the self-duality property is
contact invariant and straightforward to check.
Theorem 4. The symmetric deformations considered in Section 3.1 are
integrable by the Criterion iff they are integrable via a Lax pair.
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Proof. This follows by direct computations showing that on the function
Q from the proof of Theorem 3 integrability condition imposes the same
constraints as the condition of existence of a Lax pair. Let us notice here
that these Lax pairs are of the form motivated by the twistor theory,
namely the 2-planes 〈V,W 〉 are totally null with respect to the metric
g as in the Criterion (the space of such null 2-planes at every point is
1-dimensional and is parametrized by the ”spectral parameter” λ). Con-
sequently the integral surfaces form a 3-parameter family of null surfaces,
and this characterizes self-duality. 
Remark 3. The criterion can be also used to verify non-integrability of
certain PDE. Consider, for instance, Khokhlov-Zabolotskaya equation
u14 − u u11 − u
2
1 − u22 + u33 = 0.
This equation is the 4D analog of the 3D integrable equation, known as
dispersionless Kadomtsev-Petviashvilli. Notice that the 3D equation is
integrable by all known methods (Lax pair, hydrodynamic integrability,
Einstein-Weyl geometry on any solution etc).
It is known that the Khokhlov-Zabolotskaya equation does not pass the
hydrodynamic integrability test (E.Ferapontov: private communication).
We can aply the above Criterion, and it also fails on this equation, signi-
fying its non-integrability.
Notice that the infinite part of the contact symmetry pseudogroup of
this equation is parametrized by 3 functions of 1 argument [14]. This is
in contrast with the Monge-Ampe`re equations considered in this paper, for
which integrability was manifested by the symmetry pseudogroup with the
infinite part parametrized by functions of 2 arguments.
4.2. Petrov types. Let us notice that the symmetry algebras of Monge-
Ampe`re equations considered in Section 2.1 are equally big (for all cases
except (O) they are parametrized by 4 copies of SDiff(2) ≃ P/R), when
considered in full generality. When restricted to subalgebras of Sp(8)
(which is a natural equivalence group for Hirota type equations) they are
Lie groups of different dimensions: it was computed in [3] that
dim(sym(O)) = 16, dim(sym(D)) = dim(sym(III)) = 13,
dim(sym(N)) = 14, dim(sym(II)) = dim(sym(I)) = 12,
where sym(E) = cont(E)∩Sp(8) denotes the linear symmetries of a PDE E
(it was noted in [3] that the six type of Monge-Ampe`re equations are not
Sp(8)-equivalent; basing on the computation in Theorem 1 we conclude
that they are not even contact equivalent; however they can be equivalent
by a Ba¨cklund-type transformation, and indeed such exists between the
first and the second Pleban´ski equations [24]).
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The above decrease of dimensions is in accordance with the Penrose
incidence diagram of Petrov types:
I ✲ II ✟
✟✟✯
❍
❍❍❥
III
D
❍
❍❍❥
✟
✟✟✯
N ✲O
The notation for the 6 types of Monge-Ampe`re equations follows the
well-known stratification of 3 × 3 complex matrices considered modulo
similarity (equivalently: classification of pencils of conics). Four points
of intersections of two distinct conics (counted with multiplicity) form
six possible configurations: the generic case I, where the four points are
distinct; the four degenerations II, III, D, N, when two, three, two disjoint
pairs, or four points come together; and the trivial case O, when the pencil
of conics is constant.
Interpreting the summands P in the symmetry algebra g of the Monge-
Ampe`re equation as a point and depth of grading as multiplicity, we obtain
from Theorem 1 the interpretation for the names with the same degener-
ation scheme: the type N corresponds to one grading of depth 4 (grades
from 0 to 3), . . . , type I corresponds to 4 commuting (non-graded) pieces
of P.
Remark 4. The classification of matrices discussed above is applied to
classify Weyl tensors of 4-dimensional conformal structures in Lorenzian
signature (Petrov types). We naturally associate conformal structures to
any solution of non-degenerate PDE in 4D (see Criterion in Section 4.1).
However the corresponding Petrov type is not fixed as solutions of the
same equation vary. For the second Pleban´ski equation this can be seen
from computations of the Weyl tensor in [5].
Relation of gauge pseudogroups to Petrov types was already noticed
in [2], but our interpretation is apparently more related to the study of
singular varieties in [3]. From the proof of Theorem1 we notice that the
Hamiltonians parametrizing the 4 copies of SDiff(2) are partitioned into
sets of k1, . . . , kr functions, k1 + · · · + kr = 4, such that any set of ki
functions are defined on the same surface M2i (giving the Poisson algebra
P = SDiff(M2i ) + R).
The origin of these surfaces comes from the geometry described by
Doubrov and Ferapontov. Integrable Monge-Ampe`re equation in their
interpretation corresponds to a hyperplane tangential to the Plu¨cker em-
bedding of the Lagrangian Grassmannian Λ10 along a subvariety X4 which
meets all Λ6 ⊂ Λ10 corresponding to congruence of Lagrangian subspaces
in a symplectic space V 8.
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Now there is a symplectic splitting V 8 = ⊕V 2kii and the singular va-
riety X4 consists of all Lagrangian subspaces which intersect V 2kii by a
Lagrangian subspace (of dimension ki; in fact there are some more con-
ditions: if ki > 1, then intersection of X
4 with V 2kii shall meet a fixed
isotropic 2-plane ℓ2 by a line; if ki > 2, then it shall meet a fixed co-
isotropic 4-plane L4 ⊃ ℓ2 by a 3-plane; the type O corresponds to non-split
V 8, like type N, but goes a bit different pattern, see [3]).
The infinite symmetry block Pi consists of Hamiltonians on V
2ki
i and
if ki > 1 this higher-dimensional symplectic space is constructed from the
2-dimensional space M2i by a natural (though complicated) procedure,
see [13], which in particular implies that these parts of symmetries are
point transformations; on the contrary for ki = 1 the contribution is
general contact, see formulae in the proof of Theorem 1.
Finally the partitions of 4 into sum of ki encode the Petrov types:
(1, 1, 1, 1) ∼ type I , (1, 1, 2) ∼ type II,
(1, 3) ∼ type III, (2, 2) ∼ type D, (4) ∼ type N
(type O also correspond to (4), but has some degeneracies leading to a
bigger pseudogroup of symmetries).
This finishes explanation of the numerology of equations by Petrov
types. The incidence diagram reflects the degenerations between the equa-
tions, e.g. all other integrable Monge-Ampe`re equations of Hirota type
can be obtained from the general heavenly equation I by some limiting
process and this can be seen from their symmetry algebras.
4.3. Recursion operators. Let us indicate recursion operators for those
symmetric deformation that have hyper-Hermitian property (Theorem 3).
In accordance with [10], recursion operators are Ba¨cklund auto-trans-
formations for the tangent covering of the equation under study. To con-
struct recursion operators we use the technique of [25], see also [15,18,19].
We provide details of computations for the deformation (4) of the general
heavenly equation. Its linearization is the restriction of equation
Q (u23D
2
x,tϕ+ u14D
2
y,zϕ)− (Q− 1) (u34D
2
x,yϕ+ u12D
2
z,tϕ)
− u24D
2
x,zϕ− u13D
2
y,tϕ−Qu4(u12 u34 − u14 u23)Dtϕ = 0 (7)
on (4). A function ϕ = ϕ(t, x, y, z, u, u1, u2, u2, u4) subject to (7) is called
a generator of infinitesimal contact symmetry of equation (4).
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The covering with ‘spectral parameter‘ λ = const, λ 6∈ {0,−1} corre-
sponding to the vector fields (6) is defined by the system

rx =
Q
λ+ 1
u14
u24
ry +
(
1−
Q
λ+ 1
) u12
u24
rt,
rz =
Q− 1
λ
u34
u24
ry +
(
1−
Q− 1
λ
) u23
u24
rt,
(8)
where r is the coordinate on the fibre of the covering. A function ϕ =
ϕ(t, x, y, z, u, ut, ux, uy, uz, r, ry, rz, ryy, ryz, rzz, ....) subject to (7) and (8)
is called [1, 11] a shadow of nonlocal symmetry of equation (4).
Let us make the following observation: the function ϕ = r is a shadow
of equation (4) in the covering (8). In other words, every solution r to (8)
is a solution to (7) as well.
Suppose a solution r to (8) is a sum of a Laurent series in λ:
r =
∞∑
n=−∞
λn rn. (9)
Since (7) is independent on λ, each rn is a solution to (7). Substituting
for (9) into (8) yields

rn,x = Q
u14
u24
rn+1,y − rn+1,x − (Q− 1)
u12
u24
rn+1,t +
u12
u24
rn,t,
rn,z = (Q− 1)
u34
u24
rn+1,y − (Q− 1)
u23
u24
rn+1,t +
u23
u24
rn,t
for each n. Now fix n and denote rn = ψ and rn+1 = ϕ. The compatibility
conditions of the resulting over-determined system

ψ1 = Q
u14
u24
ϕ2 − ϕ1 − (Q− 1)
u12
u24
ϕ4 +
u12
u24
ψ4,
ψ3 = (Q− 1)
u34
u24
ϕ2 − (Q− 1)
u23
u24
ϕ4 +
u23
u24
ψ4
(10)
coincide with equations (4) and (7). Since ϕ and ψ are solutions to (7),
we conclude that system (10) defines a recursion operator for symmetries
of our deformed equation (4).
The same technique gives recursion operators for symmetries of the
other equations from Theorem 3. Namely we obtain the following.
Equation (1) has a recursion operator defined by the system

ψ1 =
1
Q
(
u13 (q ψ4 + ϕ4)− u14 (q ψ3 + ϕ3)
)
,
ψ2 =
1
Q
(
u23 (q ψ4 + ϕ4)− u24 (q ψ3 + ϕ3)
)
.
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Equation (2) has a recursion operator defined by the system
{
ψ3 = u33 ϕ1 − ϕ2 − u13 ϕ3,
ψ4 = u34ϕ1 − u14 ϕ3 −Qϕ4.
Equation (3) has a recursion operator defined by the system

ψ2 =
1
Qu14
(
Qu12 ψ4 + u24 ϕ1 − u12 ϕ4
)
,
ψ3 =
1
Qu14
(
Qu13 ψ4 + u34 ϕ1 − u13 ϕ4
)
.
5. Conclusion
The abundance of symmetries for dispersionless integrable PDEs con-
sidered in this paper is not the general rule for such equations, but it can
be expected for some of them from their geometric nature: all such inte-
grable equations are reductions of the self-duality equations in 4D [17,23],
which have lots of symmetry.
Not much is known however on relation of large symmetry and inte-
grability. It is known by folklore that sufficiently large symmetry pseu-
dogroup (in our case 2 functions of 3 arguments) implies linearizability
of the equation (see [20, Th. 6.46] for one possible formulation). We
expect that existence of several functions of 2 arguments in the symme-
try pseudogroup must bear an implication for integrability. We have not
observed more than 4 copies of the algebra SDiff(2) in the symmetry of
non-degenerate 2nd order scalar PDEs in 4D, and we conjecture that 4 is
the maximal such value, which is attained only for integrable equations.
Other types of integrable equations in 4D can be symmetrically de-
formed in accordance with our method. We will present more examples
in a forthcoming paper.
Appendix A. Multi-component extensions of integrable PDE
Let us sketch a method for finding multi-component integrable systems,
for which ours are reductions. The idea is simple: take the Lax pair of
the given PDE and change the existing functional coefficients to new all
independent variables. Write the commutation relation and obtain the
system which possesses Lax pair by the construction.
We also show other multi-components versions of the heavenly equations
and relate this to self-duality. To keep exposition short we only consider
the cases of the first and second Pleban´ski equations.
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A.1. Second heavenly equation. We start with the second Pleban´ski
equation and its Lax pair
uty + uxz + uxxuyy − u
2
xy = 0 (11)
T = ∂t + (λ− uxy) ∂x + uxx∂y, Z = ∂z + uyy∂x − (λ+ uxy) ∂y.
Change the latter to a more general pair of vector fields
T = ∂t + (λ− a) ∂x + b ∂y, Z = ∂z + c ∂x − (λ+ d) ∂y,
where (a, b, c, d) are some functions of (x, y, z, t). The commutativity con-
straint gives a determined system of 4 PDE on 4 unknowns. Potentiating
two simplest equations in the list we obtain the following integrable system
of 2 second order PDE on 2 unknowns (v, w):
vty + vxz + vyvxx − (vx + wy) vxy + wxvyy = 0
wty + wxz + vywxx − (vx + wy)wxy + wxvyy = 0
(12)
with the Lax pair
T = ∂t + (λ− vx) ∂x + wx∂y, Z = ∂z + vy∂x − (λ+ wy) ∂y. (13)
The reduction to the original equation is v = uy, w = ux. The two-
component (12) system was obtained from different considerations in [8,9].
The characteristic polynomial of system (12) is the square of the quadric
corresponding to the bi-vector ∂t∂y + ∂x∂z + vy∂
2
x − (vx +wy)∂x∂y +wx∂
2
y
upon substitution ∂i 7→ pi. According to the method described in Section
4.1 the inverse tensor is the conformal metric
g = dt dy + dx dz − wxdt
2 + (vx + wy)dtdz − vydz
2 (14)
naturally associated to the system. This metric is self-dual on every so-
lution of the system on (12), but it is not Ricci flat. Ricci flatness is
equivalent to v = uy, w = ux, i.e. the second Pleban´ski equation (11).
Consider now the covering corresponding to the Lax pair (13):{
qt = (vx − λ) qx − wx qy,
qz = −vy qx + (wy + λ) qy
(15)
The scaling symmetry of system (12) is not liftable to a contact symmetry
of the joint system (12)+(15), hence we get
Lemma 1. λ is a non-removable parameter of the covering (15).
A different from (12) two-component generalization of the second heav-
enly equation was proposed by Dunajski in [4]. It is possible to apply
Dunajski’s construction to the system T (λ) = Z(λ) = 0 (by twistor con-
struction the Lax vector fields are tangent to the surfaces λ = λ(x, y, z, t)
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in the extended configuration space with coordinates (x, y, z, t, λ), and so
Lµ1T+µ2Z(λ− λ(x, y, z, t)) = 0 ∀µ1, µ2 ∈ R)
5 and we get:{
qt = (vx − q) qx − wx qy + ux,
qz = −vy qx + (wy + q) qy − uy.
(16)
(this function u has no relation to the function u in equation (11))
Proposition 2. System (16) defines a covering for the following three-
component generalization of the second heavenly equation

uxz + uty + vy uxx − (vx + wy) uxy + wx uyy = 0,
vxz + vty + vy vxx − (vx + wy) vxy + wx vyy + uy = 0,
wxz + wty + vy wxx − (vx + wy)wxy + wxwyy + ux = 0.
Notice that all three equations have the same symbol bi-vector, which
is dual to the metric (14). We will comment on its properties below.
A.2. First heavenly equation. For the first Pleban´ski equation (D) the
Lax pair is a particular case of a pair of vector fields
X = λ∂x + a∂t + b∂z , Y = λ∂y + c∂t + d∂z.
The commutation condition writes as 4 equations, 2 of which can be re-
solved a = vx, b = wx, c = vy, d = wy, whence we get the following
integrable system together with its Lax pair:
vxvty − vyvtx + wxvyz − wyvxz = 0 = vxwty − vywtx + wxwyz − wywxz,
X = λ∂x + vx∂t + wx∂z, Y = λ∂y + vy∂t + wy∂z.
The corresponding conformal structure
g = wxdt dx+ wydt dy − uxdx dz − uydy dz (17)
is self-dual on every solution of the system.
The above two-component generalization is equivalent to the considered
in [9] (this paper also has a three-component generalization different from
the one below; other two-component generalizations of the first heavenly
equation were studied in [21]). Its Lax pair can be written as{
qx = −λ (vx qt + wx qz),
qy = −λ (vy qt + wy qz).
(18)
Lemma 2. λ is a non-removable parameter of the covering (18).
Applying the same trick as in A.1 to (18) we obtain the system{
qx + q (vx qt + wx qz + q ux) = 0,
qy + q (vy qt + wy qz + q uy) = 0.
(19)
5This system can be seen as Pavlov’s eversion [22, §2] of the covering (15), which via
the change λ→ q transforms linear covering to a nonlinear Zakharov type Lax pair.
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Proposition 3. System (19) defines a covering for the following three-
component generalization of the first heavenly equation

wx uyz − vy utx + vx uty − wy uxz = 0,
wx vyz − vy vtx + vx vty − wy vxz − vy ux + vx uy = 0,
wxwyz − vy wtx + vx wty − wy wxz − wy ux + wx uy = 0.
The three equations have the same symbol bi-vector, which is dual to
the metric (17). They also yield self-dual metrics.
Alternatively, we can start from the following Lax pair in the form of
vector fields, in which (a, b, c, d, q, r) are arbitrary functions of (x, y, z, t):
X = ∂x + (λ+ q)(a∂t + b∂z), Y = ∂y + (λ+ r)(c∂t + d∂z) (20)
that generalizes the Lax pair (5) for our deformation (D). Commutativity
condition [X, Y ] = 0 of (20) writes as the following determined system of
6 PDE on 6 unknowns:
a ct + b cz − c at − d az = 0, a dt + b dz − c bt − d bz = 0,
aq (dr)t − cr (bq)t + bq (dr)z − dr (bq)z + (dr)x − (bq)y = 0,
aq (cr)t − cr (aq)t + bq (cr)z − dr (aq)z + (cr)x − (aq)y = 0,
ac(r − q)t + (q + r)(act + bcz − cat − daz)− adqz + bcrz − ay + cx = 0,
adrt − bcqt + (q + r)(adt − cbt + bdz − dbz) + bd(r − q)z − by + dx = 0.
Again if we compute the characteristic polynomial of this system, we
recover a conformal structure. Indeed, it the polynomial (of degree 6)
contains two linear factors and the square of the quadric corresponding to
the following bi-vector upon substitution ∂i 7→ pi:
(q − r)
(
ac ∂2t + (ad− bc)∂t∂z + bd ∂
2
z
)
− a ∂t∂y − b ∂y∂z + c ∂t∂x + d ∂x∂z.
The inverse tensor is the conformal structure naturally associated with
the above 6× 6 system:
g = b dt dx+ d dt dy − (q − r)(ad− bc) dx dy − a dx dz − c dy dz. (21)
Theorem 5. Metric (21) is self-dual on every solution of the above 6× 6
system. Likewise metric (14) is self-dual on every solution of the system
of Proposition 2, and metric (17) is self-dual on every solution of system
of Proposition 3.
This results from a straightforward computation.
Remark 5. The general solution of the above system depends on 6 arbi-
trary functions of 3 arguments, and therefore we obtain self-dual metrics
parametrized by that many functions. But this is precisely the functional
freedom in the general self-dual metric [6]. Thus we expect that solutions
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of our 6× 6 system parameterize an open stratum of the space of self-dual
metrics in 4D.
Similarly we expect that three component generalizations of the first and
second heavenly equations, which appear in Propositions 2 and 3, give an
alternative form of the metric self-duality equations.
Other equations III, II, I admit similar generalizations, and we will not
specify them. The construction provides integrable systems and various
parameterizations of self-dual metrics. In the main body of the paper we
have been interested in the second order integrable PDE leading to self-
dual conformal structures, which are deformations of the five ”heavenly”
type equations.
From the viewpoint presented in this appendix these are reductions
of multi-component/higher-order systems, yet to find such reductions is
non-trivial (we can do this a-posteriori). Most important feature of (non-
degenerate) second order equations is that they have a canonical con-
formal structure associated with every solution. This is not so for multi-
component/higher order systems, though we organized our generalizations
(extensions) in a proper way so that such a conformal structure does exist.
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